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Computer Methods for Analysis of Mixed-Mode Switching CircuitsSpringer, 2004

	Mixed-mode switching circuits distinguish themselves from other circuits
	by including switches that are either clocked externally or controlled
	internally. These circuits have found broad applications in telecommunication
	networks, instrumentation, and power electronic systems, to
	name a few. It is the emergence of switched capacitor...
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Integrated Frequency Synthesizers for Wireless SystemsCambridge University Press, 2007
The increasingly demanding performance requirements of communications systems, as well as problems posed by the continued scaling of silicon technology, present numerous challenges for the design of frequency synthesizers in modern transceivers. This book contains everything you need to know for the efficient design of frequency synthesizers for...
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New Horizons of Parallel and Distributed Computing (Kluwer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2005
Parallel and distributed computing is one of the foremost technologies for shaping
future research and development activities in academia and industry. Hyperthreading in Intel processors, hypertransport links in next generation AMD processors, multicore silicon in today’s high-end microprocessors, and emerging cluster and grid...
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Nanoscale Devices: Fabrication, Functionalization, and Accessibility from the Macroscopic World (NanoScience and Technology)Springer, 2009
The evolution of the microelectronics is controlled by the idea of scaling. However, the scaling of the device size below 10 nm is expected to be impossible because of physical, technological and economic reasons. Fundamental considerations (based on Heisenberg's principle, Schrödinger equation, decoherence of quantum states, and Landauer...
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The Inmates Are Running the Asylum : Why High Tech Products Drive Us Crazy and How to Restore the Sanity (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
The Inmates are Running the Asylum argues that, despite appearances, business executives are simply not the ones in control of the high-tech industry. They have inadvertently put programmers and engineers in charge, leading to products and processes that waste huge amounts of money, squander customer loyalty, and erode competitive advantage. They...
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Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems (Nanostructure Science and Technology)Springer, 2012

	Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems presents nanotechnology fundamentals and applications in the  key research areas of information technology (electronics and photonics) and alternative (solar) energy: plasmonics, photovoltaics, transparent conducting electrodes, silicon electroplating, and resistive...
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Programming Many-Core ChipsSpringer, 2011

	Parallel computing has been confined, for much of its over 40 year history, to highly
	specialized, technology-wise advanced domains such as scientific computing or
	telecommunications. There were only a few experts who had the background and
	experience to write efficient, robust and scalable programs for these parallel machines.

...
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MEMS Mechanical SensorsArtech House Publishers, 2004
               With this practical guide to design tools and packaging, professionals and academics can create the sensors they need for a complete range of next generation applications. 

           Here's the book to keep handy when you have to overcome obstacles in design, simulation,...
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Fabrication of SiGe HBT BiCMOS TechnologyCRC Press, 2007


	While the idea of cleverly using silicon–germanium (SiGe) and silicon (Si) strained-layer epitaxy to

	practice bandgap engineering of semiconductor devices in the highly manufacturable Si material system

	is an old one, only in the past decade has this concept become a practical reality. The final success of

	creating novel Si...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Creating Web PagesQue, 2005
    Absolute Beginner's Guide to Creating Web Pages assumes that readers are true beginners - no prior Web page experience is necessary!

    This hands-on tutorial teaches readers the fundamentals of creating Web pages, along with more advanced ideas like message areas, chat, and e-commerce options...
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Accelerated C# 2008Apress, 2007
C# 2008 offers powerful new features, and Accelerated C# 2008 is the fastest path to mastering them, and the rest of C#, for both experienced C# programmers moving to C# 2008 and programmers moving to C# from another object-oriented language. Many books introduce C#, but very few also explain how to use it optimally with the .NET common...
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Apache Spark 2.x Cookbook: Cloud-ready recipes for analytics and data sciencePackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		This book contains recipes on how to use Apache Spark as a unified compute engine
	
		Cover how to connect various source systems to Apache Spark
	
		Covers various parts of machine learning including supervised/unsupervised learning & recommendation engines



	Book...
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